
FIELD GENERATOR SCAN 
 
FIELD GENERATOR SCAN  

100% oppression free  

A better world  

A powerful field of sovereign divinity surrounds me  

A prayer for our leaders  

Accept what cannot be changed  

Achieve what is desired  

Activate all chakras  

Activate built-in skills  

Alignment with Higher Self  

Anoint happiness and dump grief  

Any and all dark negative energy here or around my family I now command to leave src  

Armed against the enemies attack  

Balance adrenaline  

Balance glucose level  

Belief in self  

Biotheric negative  

Biotheric protect  

Block all demonic effort to control the world  

Block the creation of chaos  

Block hyperdimensional attack  

Bone marrow  

Break attacks of enemies   

Break Free  

Brown fat  

Christ  



Clear all Interference frequency between light and the way the brain translates 
information                       

Clear astral negativity  

Clearing darkness  

Clearing for energetic support  

Close any nonbeneficial portals  

Coherence  

Complete extermination  

Corona affirmations  

Create a pathway to the united field  

Cutting cords  

Deactivate demonic activity  

Defeat those who wish to take over planet earth  

Defuse negative energy  

Deuteronomy 318  

Dimensional disturbances  

Discern truth from falsehoods  

Disable archontic deception strategy  

Disable chemical delivery system  

Discern truth from falsehoods  

Dismantle negative tech agenda  

Dismantle the Matrix of programmed in belief systems that create the reality you and I are living  

Divine government  

Divine Sword of Crystal White Light  

Download the new earth paradigm in the collective  

Dumping depression  

E talisman  

Emotional balance  

End fake news  



End organ harvesting  

End the state of servitude of the human race  

Experience the miraculous  

Extreme Divine favor  

Faith in humanity  

Feng Shui Black Obsidian Bracelet  

Forgiveness  

Free from threats to health and vitality  

Freedom for all prevails  

Gain and maintain control of consciousness  

Golden Age paradigm through Divine Love  

Global cellular unity healing activation  

Gospel of Thomas  

Healing  

Healthy mouth and teeth  

High blood pressure  

Higher consciousness  

I am rich  

I bind and cast out all spirits of hatred, resentment, violence, murder, unforgiveness, anger, and 
retaliation in the name of Jesus.          

I can do all things through Christ which strengthenest me src  

I-Ching Kua 1  

In alignment with mission  

Infuse qi with purpose  

Instant miracles  

Invert poverty consciousness  

Invisible to agents of darkness  

Love  

Malcom rae colloidal silver  



Malcom rae compulsive eating  

Malcom rae consolidate treatment  

Malcom rae eliminate all types of mold  

Malcom rae free from possessing entities  

Malcom rae neutralizer  

Malcom rae restore essential elemental  

Malcom rae transmute negative thought forms  

Malcom rae warzanka  

Maleek  

Manifest a beautiful harmonious world  

Maximum growth opportunities  

Medbed  

Miraculous collapse of Satanic empire  

Miraculous healing  

My faith rests on God's power  

Negate the possibility of a darker scenario  

Negative energy remover  

Negative to positive  

Neutralize media stimulation for violence  

Neutralize non-beneficial archetypes  

New brain  

Nourish brain cells  

Obstacle remover  

Open life and mind to Holy Spirit  

Operation warp speed  

Order out of chaos  

Pancreas  

Peaceful and prosperous future  



Perfect love  

Perfect relationship with the opposite sex  

Personal Healing crystal grid  

Photon Light  

Positive wake- up call  

Prayer Blindness  

Prayer stroke  

Prosperous thoughts  

Psalm 57  

Psychic protection  

Psychic shield  

Pure Love  

Q3  

Qi Coil  

RAISE THE ENERGY OF ALL SUBSTANCE CONSUMED TO THE HIGHEST APPROPRIATE LEVEL TO 
ACCOMPLISH MY HIGHEST PURPOSE.   
  

Raise psychic abilities  

Reach the place where one belongs  

Rebuilt bone marrow  

Rebirth  

Release soul bindings connecting to demonic and satanic entities  

Remove and sweeten judgments  

Remove black magic  

Remove black magic obstacles for marriage and get married soon  

Remove the emotions from all non-beneficial financial habits and transform them into the most 
appropriate energy for highest good.                                  
 
Remove evil eye  

Remove heavy metal  



Sage  

Self- worth  

Shielded from manipulation  

Shielded  

Slow down aging  

Smash command  

Spiritual Healing Energy  

Stop harmful virus  

Stop super covid  

Stop the unnecessary violence in this city  

The collective field is now dialed up to God  

The power of prosperity  

The power of The Holy Spirit is at work in America  

Third eye chakra  

Tooth infection  

Transform glyphosate to 528 hz  

Transmute obstacles into 528 hertz  

Undo negative impact of American mainstream media  

Upgrade to the highest level of vibrational expression  

Upward shift in consciousness  

Vaccine toxicity  

Vera Armor mantra  

Wake up from social programming  

Willing to do whatever and go wherever the Spirit leads, even if it doesn’t make sense        

 


